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Ready for  
golden times 

Enjoying life to the full, committing to new ideas, not letting 
others tell you what to do and simply turning the world and 
its conventions on its head – that was the spirit of the Golden 
1920s. Today we once again look forward to times of change, 
chances and opportunities. The Golden Twenties of the 21st 
century are waiting for you to discover them: 
be inspired by the Fashion Colours Proud Red, Noble Mint and 
Golden Yellow and fill the new twenties with golden joie de 
vivre!







You confidently break new ground, shed the manacles of the 
mundane and, with your passion, are a true role model for  
others. With the Fashion Colour Proud Red, you will show off the 
spirit of the independent bon vivant.



Those who use  
every  opportunity 
to strike out on 
their own, have the 
best chance of  
finding themselves.

Always stay curious! Those who dare to break with traditions 
hold the key to a whole universe of opportunities. So discover 
what life has to offer and don’t shy away from surprises. With 
the fresh Fashion Colour Noble Mint, for example.





People with dreams are 
turn them into reality 



Nice moments are more valuable than any possessions. So  
treat yourself to some luxury and brighten up good times.  
Celebrate light-heartedness and lend your outfit a certain  
glamour with the Fashion Colour Golden Yellow.

 happy; those who
are even happier.









Look forward to golden times of adventure and change. Now is 
the time to question old habits and rediscover everything. The 
Fashion Colour Proud Red has been created for all those who 
like to shape the world and are now taking the opportunity to 
do so.



Positive thoughts give your actions wings. Those who have self-
belief can surpass themselves. The Fashion Colour Noble Mint 
is a perfect match for this. It reflects self-confidence, lightness 
and an eagerness to experiment.





Those who never make exceptions 
can never be exceptional.



Like the warm evening sun, you, too, will spread a vibrant 
sheen and comforting aura throughout your surroundings. 
You can  shine in your role because you know your strengths 
and abilities. The Fashion Colour Golden Yellow radiates your 
 personality.



All Juzo Fashion Colours will be available in circular knit  
(Juzo Inspiration, Juzo Spirit) and flat knit (Juzo Expert,  
Juzo Expert Strong) from February 2021 until January 2022.

   

For more information about our Fashion Colours 2021, please 
see: www.juzo.com/fashion-colours
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